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Abstract
We describe a numerical method for the calculation of the weights of the linear multistep algorithms for solving
%rst-order di8erential equations. The main novelties are that (i) we admit nonequidistant mesh points in the partition and
(ii) the weights are determined on the basis of the exponential functions exp(ix); i= 1; 2; 3; : : : rather than on the power
function set, as it is done for the classical weights. In this way the method allows computing not only the weights of the
well-established algorithms but also those of new ones. Another novelty consists in the construction of a general scheme
for the error analysis of this kind of algorithms. Some relevant numerical illustrations are given. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The problem investigated in this paper is mainly of a technical nature. We present a numerical
procedure to accurately compute the weights of the multistep algorithms for solving %rst-order di8er-
ential equations. The main novelties are that (i) we admit nonequidistant mesh points in the partition
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and (ii) the weights are determined on the basis of the exponential functions exp(ix), i=1; 2; 3; : : :
rather than on the power function set, as it is done for the classical weights.
In doing so, we cover four particular cases under the same umbrella. When all the mesh points
are taken as equidistant and when 1 = 2 = · · · = 0 (case 1), we retrieve the weights of the usual
multistep methods, see e.g. [1], while when the ’s are arbitrary constants (case 2), we obtain the
weights of the algorithms of a type %rst considered from a theoretical point of view [4]. When the
points are not equidistant but all ’s are equal to zero (case 3) our procedure gives the weights
of the so-called variable step size multistep methods (see, e.g. Section 3:5 of [1] for a presentation
of the state of the art in this %eld). Finally (case 4), for nonequidistant points and for ’s freely
chosen, we obtain the weights of multistep methods of a type which does not seem to have been
investigated before.
As a by-product, our procedure can yield the weights of formulae to compute the %rst derivative of
a function in terms of its values at the equidistant or nonequidistant mesh points, as it is frequently
required in various applications. Formulae of the latter type on equidistant points and with ’s
suitably chosen for oscillatory functions were obtained in [2].
The algorithms corresponding to cases 2 and 4 will be collectively called exponential %tting
algorithms, thus conforming the terminology originally introduced in connection with the solution
of the second-order equations of the form y′′ = f(x; y). In the same spirit, cases 1 and 3 will be
referred to as classical algorithms.
As a matter of fact, the existing exponential %tting multistep algorithms for second-order equa-
tions consider only equidistant partitions. As for their numerical performance, there is an abundant
literature, see [2] for a nonexhaustive list of references, and it shows that in many cases, notably for
the SchrJodinger equation, the exponential %tting algorithms work de%nitely better than their classi-
cal counterparts. We intend to investigate whether and when this is the same in the frame of the
multistep algorithms for %rst-order equations but this will be presented in a separate paper. In this
paper we restrict our interest only to the generation of the weights because, on the one hand, this
is an interesting problem in itself and, on the other hand, it represents an unavoidable introductory
step in any further consideration.
We also investigate the error analysis of these algorithms to obtain a formula for the local trunca-
tion error which generalizes the formula derived in [2] for particularly chosen ’s. Finally, we give
some numerical illustrations.
2. Formulation of the problem
Let us take some arbitrary integer k and let xk , xk+1, xk+2; : : : ; xk+n be n + 1 points on the real
axis such that xk+j ¿ xk+j−1, j=1; 2; : : : ; n. The points are not necessarily equidistant. Upon denoting
h= xk+1 − xk , we identify the positions of the points in h units, i.e. xk+j = xk + sjh, j= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; n.
The case of equidistant points corresponds to taking sj = j.
We focus on the multistep algorithm
n∑
j=0
ajyk+j = h
nmax∑
j=nmin
bjy′k+j; (2.1)
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where yi and y′i are approximations to y(xi) and to y
′(xi), respectively. Integers nmin and nmax have
values chosen at will, such that 06nmin6nmax6n. If nmin = 0 and nmax = n Eq. (2.1) represents the
general n-step algorithm for solving the %rst-order ODE y′ = f(x; y), while if nmin = nmax = n, it
represents the backwards di8erence n-step algorithm. The latter can also be used as a formula for
the calculation of y′(xk+n) when the values of y at the mesh points are known.
Our problem consists in determining the values of the real weights aj and bj such that Eq. (2.1)
is exactly satis%ed when yk+j and y′k+j are the exact values at these points of y(x) and of y
′(x) for
y(x) taken from a certain set of preset functions. The latter will be called the reference set. Also
note that Eq. (2.1) is homogeneous in the weights. For this reason, one of the weights can be %xed
just from the very beginning without a8ecting the generality and we choose an = 1 by default. The
weights which remain to be determined are therefore a0; a1; a2; : : : ; an−1; bnmin ; bnmin+1; : : : ; bnmax , which
for compactness are collected in this order in vector w with N = n+ nmax − nmin + 1 components.
We choose the set of exponential functions
y(x) = exp(1x); exp(2x); exp(3x); : : : (2.2)
as the reference set, where the frequencies 1; 2; 3; : : : are given constants. These constants may
be either real, real and complex or only complex. The values of the real ’s are arbitrary but the
values of complex ’s should be introduced in complex conjugate pairs because only in such a case
will the resultant weights be real. If, for example, we want to use four complex ’s, we are free to
choose only two of them, 1 and 3, say, but we should take 2 = ∗1 and 4 = 
∗
2 for the other two.
We introduce the vector s = [s0; s1; s2; : : : ; sn]
T, (s0 = 0 and s1 = 1), associate to Eq. (2.1) the
functional
L[y(x); h; s;w] =
n∑
j=0
ajy(x + sjh)− h
nmax∑
j=nmin
bjy′(x + sjh) (2.3)
and assume that L is identically vanishing for any x if successive terms in the mentioned reference
set are taken for y(x). For generic y(x) = exp(x) we have
L[exp(x); h; s;w] = exp(x)L(u; h; s;w); (2.4)
where u= h and
L(u; h; s;w) = exp(usn) + a0 +
n−1∑
j=1
aj exp(usj)− u
nmax∑
j=nmin
bj exp(usj): (2.5)
This can be rewritten as
L(u; h; s;w) =
N∑
m=1
fm(u)wm − g(u); (2.6)
with
f1(u) = 1; fm(u) = exp(usm−1); m= 2; 3; : : : ; n;
fm(u) =−u exp(usnmin+m−n−1); m= n+ 1; n+ 2; : : : ; N;
g(u) =−exp(usn): (2.7)
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The stated condition imposed N times on functional L reads
L(ui; h; s;w) = 0; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N; (2.8)
with ui = ih, so that the following set of N linear equations has to be solved for the weights:
N∑
m=1
fm(ui)wm = g(ui); i = 1; 2; : : : ; N: (2.9)
(If 1 is complex, then, as said, 2=∗1 and therefore the second equation is directly
∑N
m=1 fm(u
∗
1)wm=
g(u∗1).)
3. Computation of the weights
We start with a short discussion aimed at showing how some general properties, derived in [4] in
a di8erent way, are also reNected in our approach which is mainly algebraic. This is of help both in
identifying the diOculties which may appear when solving system (2.9) numerically and in showing
how these can be removed.
The general theory of [4] says that when all ’s tend to zero then the weights tend to the classical
values, i.e. to the values obtained by taking the set
y(x) = 1; x; x2; x3; : : : (3.1)
for reference. It also says that if p ’s are equal then functional L is identically vanishing for
functions of form exp(x), x exp(x); : : : ; xp−1exp(x). For example, if 1 = 2 then the weights
should be the same as if they were obtained by using x exp(1x) as the second function in Eq. (2.2).
Such behaviors are also visible in the present formulation. For example, the original two conditions
L[exp(1x); h; s;w] = 0 and L[exp(2x); h; s;w] = 0 can be directly re-expressed as
L[exp(1x); h; s;w] = 0;
1
2 − 1 (L[exp(2x); h; s;w]−L[exp(1x); h; s;w]) = 0: (3.2)
In the limit 2 → 1, the second equation becomes
L
[
@
@
(exp(x)); h; s;w
]∣∣∣∣
=1
= 0 (3.3)
and, since (@=@)(exp(x)) = x exp(x), it follows that the weights obtained with the original two
conditions naturally tend to values which are obtained if the %rst function in the original reference
set is unchanged but the second is replaced by x exp(1x). Moreover, if 1 tends to zero, the %rst
two functions in set (2.2) become 1 and x, respectively, i.e. just as in the classical set.
Such tendencies are also echoed when solving system (2.9). Close together 1 and 2 imply close
u1 and u2. When u2 → u1, the second equation in (2.9) is merging into the %rst equation and
therefore the system becomes singular. To remove such a singularity some regularization procedure
has to be introduced and this should be of the same type as that used above for L.
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Such a technique was described before in [3] and it consists in re-writing the successive equations
in terms of divided di8erences. For the same simple case of the %rst two equations this means
replacing the second equation by the %rst divided di8erence of the two,
N∑
m=1
fm(u2)− fm(u1)
u2 − u1 wm =
g(u2)− g(u1)
u2 − u1 ; (3.4)
which in the limit u2 → u1 becomes
N∑
m=1
f′m(u1)wm = g
′(u1): (3.5)
The latter is just the equation which is obtained by directly imposing the condition that L[x exp(1x);
h; s;w] = 0.
In practice, it may happen that some u’s are packed together but some others are not. We follow
closely the regularization procedure of [4] but we %rst scan the system in order to detect the families
of equations whose u’s are close together. Speci%cally, we introduce some threshold value thr¿ 0.
First, take u1 for reference and scan all the other preset u’s to detect the ones for which |ui−u1|6thr.
If N1 is the total number of such u’s we place the corresponding equations in the %rst N1 positions
in system (2.9). We further take uN1+1 for reference to identify a second family upon the condition
that |ui − uN1+1|6thr out of the remaining u’s and let N2 be the number of ’s in this family.
The corresponding equations are placed in the system from the (N1 + 1)th position onwards. The
procedure is repeated as many times as necessary to cover the whole set. If p is the total number
of such families (i.e. N1 + N2 + · · · + Np = N ) the system consists of a set of p blocks, some of
which may contain only one equation.
The regularization procedure is applied only on the blocks which contain at least two equations.
For example, if the %rst block is of this type, the corresponding original set
N∑
m=1
fm(ui)wm = g(ui); i = 1; 2; : : : ; N1 (3.6)
is formally rewritten as
N∑
m=1
fi−1m (u1; u2; : : : ; ui)wm = g
i−1(u1; u2; : : : ; ui); i = 1; 2; : : : ; N1; (3.7)
where Fq(z0; z1; : : : ; zq) denotes the qth divided di8erence of the function F(z) for q+1 abscissas zj,
j=0; 1; : : : ; q. Of course, the %rst equation is not modi%ed because F0(z0)=F(z0). The divided di8er-
ence Fq(z0; z1; : : : ; zq) is computed by using its series representation, see again [3]. In all calculations,
we used thr = 0:1 and admitted at most thirty terms in the series expansion.
Once the regularization of the whole system is performed, the resultant system (which, under
the conditions imposed on the ’s, is always real) is %nally solved by some standard numerical
procedure. We used the pair of subroutines ludcmp and lubksb of [5].
Our numerical results were compared with the exact weights which are available in a number of
cases and we found agreement within 15 %gures at least. As a matter of fact, the classical weights
are of this type. This case is also among the most diOcult ones for our procedure because all u’s
equal zero and therefore, the whole system must be regularized as a single block. The same happens
when h→ 0.
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It is also worth mentioning that many authors preferred to solve systems such as (2.9) analytically
but sometimes the formulae obtained in this way meet diOculties when they are used for numerical
evaluation. For example, the analytic formulae of the weights reported in [6] for a multistep algo-
rithm to solve the SchrJodinger equation exhibit heavy cancellations when the u’s tend to zero. To
obtain better evaluations the author of [6] suggests using series expansions by symbolic manipulation
packages. Our regularization procedure, programmed as a FORTRAN subroutine, o8ers a de%nitely
more handy alternative. Of course, the regularization procedure requires some signi%cant extra com-
putational e8ort. We made some cost tests on cases involving N less than 10, to %nd out that this
extra e8ort is approximately %ve times bigger than the e8ort required by the pair of subroutines
ludcmp and lubksb for the solution of the resultant regularized system.
4. Error analysis
The classical way of performing the error analysis relies on writing the functional L as a series
over successive derivatives of y(x),
L[y(x); h; s;w] =
∞∑
i=0
t∗i D
iy(x); Di =
di
dxi
: (4.1)
This choice is closely related to the fact that the classical set (3.1) is taken for reference. With the
classical moment L∗i de%ned as
L∗i (h; s;w) =L[x
i; h; s;w]|x=0; (4.2)
we have simply (see, e.g. Eq. (2.6) in [3]):
t∗i =
1
i!
L∗i (h; s;w): (4.3)
If the weights are calculated upon the condition that L vanishes identically for all the power
functions up to xN , which equivalently means that L∗i = 0 for i = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N − 1, then the sum on
the R.H.S. of Eq. (4.1) e8ectively runs only from i = N onwards, i.e. the leading term of the local
error of algorithm (2.1) is
lte∗ =
1
N !
L∗N (h; s;w(0))y
(N )(x): (4.4)
As a matter of fact, it can be easily checked that L∗i corresponding to functional (2.3) has h
i as a
general factor. This indicates that lte∗ is behaving as hN or, in other words, that algorithm (2.1) with
classical coeOcients is of order N −1. As for the notation in Eq. (4.4), we wrote w(0) to emphasize
that, while the weights under w depend in general on the vector u with components u1; u2; : : : ; uN ,
the classical weights represent the particular case when all components are zero.
The case when all or some of the ’s di8er from zero requires a slightly di8erent approach.
The simplest situation is when only one  is di8erent from zero and let us %rst assume that this
is just 1. The condition L[exp(1x); h; s;w] = 0 indicates that the series expansion of L should
necessarily contain a general factor of the form D − 1 because exp(1x) is the solution of the
di8erential equation (D − 1)y = 0. Likewise, the whole set of conditions L[exp(mx); h; s;w] = 0,
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m=1; 2; : : : ; N introduces a general factor (D−1)(D−2) : : : (D−N ) in the expansion. This suggests
taking
L[y(x); h; s;w(u)] = (D − 1)(D − 2) : : : (D − N )
∞∑
i=0
tiDiy(x) (4.5)
as the natural generalization of the classical expansion (4.1).
There are two cases to be considered separately:
Case 1: All ’s are di8erent from zero. We apply each of the two sides of (4.5) on y(x)=1. We
have
L[1; h; s;w(u)] = L∗0(h; s;w(u)); (4.6)
and
(D − 1)(D − 2) : : : (D − N )
∞∑
i=0
tiDi1 = (−1)N12 : : : N t0; (4.7)
respectively. Upon identi%cation we get
t0 = (−1)N L
∗
0(h; s;w(u))
12 : : : N
= (−1)NhN L
∗
0(h; s;w(u))
u1u2 : : : uN
: (4.8)
The rightmost expression is obtained from the previous one via replacing  by u=h. This form is
useful because it makes apparent the existence of a general factor hN . It follows that the leading
term of the local truncation error for the algorithm corresponding to this case is
lte = (−1)NhN L
∗
0(h; s;w(u))
u1u2 : : : uN
(D − 1)(D − 2) : : : (D − N )y(x): (4.9)
Comparison of lte∗ and lte shows that they have the same structure. It consists of a product of two
factors, one depending on the algorithm weights and another, which is a -dependent di8erential
operator acting on y(x). We also see that the order is the same in both algorithms. Moreover, since
the classical algorithm is the limit of the exponential %tting algorithm when all ’s tend to zero we
have the property
lim
u→0
t0 = t∗0 : (4.10)
Our procedure allows to compute the coeOcients of the next terms in expansion (4.5) as well.
To determine t1, for example, we evaluate both sides of (4.5) for y(x) = x. We have
L[x; h; s;w(u)] = xL∗0(h; s;w(u)) + L
∗
1(h; s;w(u)) (4.11)
and
(D − 1)(D − 2) : : : (D − N )
∞∑
j=0
tjD(j)x = (−1)N12 : : : N
(
xt0 − t0
N∑
m=1
−1m + t1
)
; (4.12)
respectively. Identi%cation of the terms with x leads to the previous expression of t0 while that of
the free terms produces the expression of t1, i.e.:
t1 = (−1)NhN L
∗
1(h; s;w(u)) + hL
∗
0(h; s;w(u))
∑N
m=1 u
−1
m
u1u2 : : : uN
: (4.13)
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Case 2: m =0 for m=1; 2; : : : ; Qm, but m = 0 for m= Qm+1; Qm+2; : : : ; N . In this case, the front
factor in the expansion is (D −  Qm+1)(D −  Qm+2) : : : (D − N ) and the sum starts with i = Qm,
L[y(x); h; s;w(u)] = (D −  Qm+1)(D −  Qm+2) : : : (D − N )
∞∑
i= Qm
tiDiy(x): (4.14)
To determine the leading term we apply both sides on y(x) = x Qm. We have in order
L[x Qm; h; s;w(u)] = L∗Qm(h; s;w(u)); (4.15)
and
(D −  Qm+1)(D −  Qm+2) : : : (D − N )
∞∑
i= Qm
tiDix Qm = t Qm Qm!(−1)N− Qm Qm+1 Qm+2 : : : N : (4.16)
The identi%cation gives
t Qm = (−1)N− QmhN− Qm L
∗
Qm(h; s;w(u))
Qm!u Qm+1u Qm+2 · · · uN ; (4.17)
and therefore
lte = (−1)N− QmhN− Qm L
∗
Qm(h; s;w(u))
Qm!u Qm+1u Qm+2 : : : uN
(D −  Qm+1)(D −  Qm+2) : : : (D − N )D Qmy(x): (4.18)
Again, since L∗Qm contains h
Qm as a general factor, the order remains N − 1.
It can be concluded that the use of the exponential %tting reference set (2.2) leads to algorithms
of the same order as their classical counterparts. Also, the %rst factor in the lte has more or less the
same numerical value in both cases, at least when the involved u’s are small, |um|61; m=1; 2; : : : ; N ,
say. The real accuracy gain comes from the second factor, the -dependent di8erential operator. If
the function y(x) on which this is acting is well approximated by a linear combination of the
exponential functions of (2.2) then this component will give rise to signi%cantly smaller numerical
values for this factor than when the simple di8erentiation operator is applied, as it is in the classical
case.
We also mention that this way of writing the error is general in the sense that it can be applied
on any linear functional L. The fact that L used in this derivation was of the particular form (2.3)
represents no restriction at all. Formulae like (4.1), (4.5) or (4.14) remain the same for any linear
L and the way to determine t∗ or t also remains the same. They generalize an error formula derived
before in [3] for linear L with equidistant step size and with ’s satisfying some particular rule.
Speci%cally, when Qm is chosen such that N − Qm is even then, upon introducing some arbitrary (real
or purely imaginary) , taking m=0 for m=1; 2; : : : ; Qm, and  Qm+1 =− Qm+2 =; : : : ; N−1 =−N =,
and denoting Z = 2h2, K = Qm− 1, 2(P + 1) = N − Qm we have
lte = (−1)P+1h2(P+1)L
∗
K+1(h; s;w(Z))
(K + 1)!ZP+1
D(K+1)(D(2) − 2)P+1y(x); (4.19)
which is just formula (2:38) from [2].
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5. Numerical illustrations
5.1. Calculation of the 3rst derivative of a function
We consider the case when the number of points in Eq. (2.1) is three. With k = 0; n= 2; nmin =
nmax = 1; Eq. (2.1) furnishes the following three-point approximation to y′(x1):
y′(x1) ≈ 1h("0y(x0) + "1y(x1) + "2y(x2)); (5.1)
where "0 = a0=b1; "1 = a1=b1; "2 = 1=b1.
Some a priori information on the behavior of y(x) is of course needed for a reasonably accurate
initial guess of the input ’s to be used for the computation of the weights. In the discussed case
their number is N = n+ 1= 3 and then the user has to furnish 1; 2 and 3. The test cases which
follow are aimed at giving some idea on two aspects: (i) how important is the gain in the accuracy
to be expected from the exponential %tting versions as compared with their classical counterparts?
and (ii) how sensitive is the accuracy with respect to the set of ’s adopted for the input? The
second question is essential as the information about y(x) is in general rather poor.
Case 1: y(x) = 1 + x(exp(!x) + exp(!x=2)).
If the user just knows that this is the function to be di8erentiated, he would perhaps think that
Q1 = 0; Q2 = !, and Q3 = !=2 are appropriate values. Yet, to simulate the real situation where there
is some uncertainty on the initial guess, we choose to introduce some distorted ’s,
m = q Qm; m= 1; 2; 3; (5.2)
to compare the results obtained for q = 0:9; q = 1 and q = 1:1. We also use q = 0 which leads to
the classical formulae.
Case 2: y(x) =
√
x exp (2!x)(sin(!x) + cos(!x)).
Here we take
Q1 = 0; Q2 = !(2 + i); Q3 = Q
∗
2 = !(2− i): (5.3)
For both cases we use one and the same set of nonequidistant mesh points, x0 = 1; x1 = 1:1 and
x2 = 1:15 (i.e. h = 0:1; s1 = 1; s2 = 1:5). In Fig. 1, we present the variation of the absolute errors
Ty(x1)=y′(x1)−y′comput(x1) with respect to ! for the mentioned four values of q and for ! between
0 and 0:5. The four curves which start from zero and from −0:00025 correspond to Cases 1 and 2,
respectively. It is seen that for small ! the accuracy of the classical and exponential %tting formulae
is more or less the same and this is a normal behavior. However, when ! is increased, the accuracy
of the classical formula deteriorates quickly, in contrast to the behavior of the exponential %tting
formulae, whose errors exhibit a much smoother variation. In that range, the accuracy gain over the
classical formula is of one order of magnitude. It is also seen that the errors of the exponential %tting
formulae only slightly depend on the q’s, a fact which indicates that a highly accurate knowledge
of the input ’s does not seem to be excessively stringent.
5.2. An exponential 3tting bdf algorithm
We consider the two-equidistant-step bdf algorithm
a0yk + a1yk+1 + yk+2 = hb2y′k+2; (5.4)
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Fig. 1. Variation with ! of the errors in the %rst-order derivative produced by the classical (solid line) and the exponential
%tting three-point formulae, q = 0:9 (dots), q = 1:0 (long dashes), q = 1:1 (short dashes), for the two test cases.
Fig. 2. Variation with u of the weights of a two-step bdf exponential %tting algorithm: a0 (solid line), a1 (dashed line),
b2 (dotted line).
and assume that the three frequencies to be used for the computation of the weights are 1 = 2 = 0
and 3 =!, for various values for !. Since in general the weights will depend on the vector u with
the components um = mh; m=1; 2; 3, in our case the weights a0; a1 and b2 will actually depend on
only one parameter, u = 3h. When u = 0 the weights are just the classical ones, a0 = 13 ; a1 = − 43
and b2 = 23 . However, it is interesting to see how these weights depend on u. This is presented in
Fig. 2 for u between −5 and 5. (To obtain these data we simply assigned h=1 in our program, so
that u=!.) Each of the three weights exhibits a smooth variation. An interesting behavior appears
when u advances to the left in the negative range. Then a0 tends to zero, a1 to −1 and b2 to 1 and
therefore for negative u so big that the di8erences from these limiting values are no longer seen
numerically in the word length adopted for the computation, this algorithm will perform exactly as
the one-step bdf algorithm −yk + yk+1 = hy′k+1. DiOculties to be associated with the word length
will also appear when u is positive and big so that, altogether, for ’s with big real components,
the step size should be adjusted such as to ensure that the involved u’s have moderate values.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper we described a numerical method for the calculation of the weights of the linear
multistep algorithms for solving %rst-order di8erential equations. The method allows to compute not
only the weights of the usual algorithms with equal steps but also those with unequal steps. It also
allows the computation of exponential %tting algorithms thus o8ering a necessary introductory tool
in this %eld, which in the framework of the %rst-order ODEs has been only sporadically considered
and mainly from a theoretical point of view. As a matter of fact, one of our main theoretical results
consisted in the construction of a general scheme for the error analysis of this kind of algorithms.
We also presented some relevant numerical illustrations.
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